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AARON OLDENBURG
Seer (KOR) — This is documentation of interactive software that attempts to represent aspects 
of the experience of the chemical salvinorin A on the brain’s Kappa Opioid Receptor. It 
proceduralizes a dysphoric time-stutter. 

ANNA CHRISTINE SANDS
Lonely — Anna Christine Sands is based in Indianapolis, Indiana. Born to a librarian and a 
computer programmer at the dawn of the Internet as we know it, her work explores text 
alongside creative coding and corruption of digital images. Her work aims to remove certain 
thoughts from her mind and push them into the visual world.

ANTHONY WARNICK
Layers of Truth — This work combines the maximal visual aesthetic with charged political news 
coverage. I aim to short-circuit our knee jerk reaction to partisan propaganda slowing down 
our viewing of the content. This slowing enables the true horror of the propaganda and our 
present condition to unfold as it is fragmented. I use fragmentation to facilitate the viewers 
work of recombination and consideration. 

ASH COATES
Mycolinguistics or Oneness — Both real and imaginary places meet in an interpretation of the 
relationships and intersections between micro and macro worlds and the forms and networks 
that exist within our biosphere.

CHARLES A. PORTELLI
Color tracing — This piece used a webcam to capture live video and preforms generative 
imaging detection to identify color similarities. Similar colors are then represented by 
an outline; revealing profiles that would not be easily identifiable by the human eye. As 
individuals interact with the piece, the images blend into one another, capturing motion, and 
color over time.

CLEMENCE VAZARD
SOIS BELLE ET TAIS TOI — Clémence Vazard is a visual and sound artist who gives women a 
voice to transform their intimate stories into political matters. 

DAVID BOWEN
erosion — For this video a stationary camera was set up at the beach to capture the sand 
surface left behind after each incoming wave receded. The collected surfaces were converted 
to three dimensional models and carved by a CNC machine into a block of foam in the order 
that they were collected. After a surface was cut the machine incrementally lowered down 
before carving the next one. This was repeated until there was no longer any foam to carve.
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GREGORY GANGEMI
Bubblegum Milkshake — Gregory Gangemi is a visual artist working at the intersection of 
computer graphics, visual effects, video art, and new media.

JADE RONAT-MALLIÉ
EN HUIS CLOS — Landscape recomposition with postcards. A landscape is passing. Slowly. 
The nostalgia of a moment never felt is offering itself to the viewer. By the meeting of fixed 
image and moved image, En huis clos suggests a new time’s perception by reversing the 
tourism model which do not have time to feel the landscape because of the logique of time 
and space consumption.

JAMES PROCTOR
Glass Vase — Glass Vase asks how our values are reflected in what we build by manipulating 
the real-world topography of Greenpoint, Brooklyn. These models of built and natural forms, 
wrapped in satellite imagery, are exaggerated and distorted until the component parts blur 
together into a single, shifting mass.

JOEL HURLBURT & TIMO MENKE
Dark Islanders — With darkness so came thickness, or was it the other way round? It is harder 
than ever to find one’s position, let alone one’s direction. The thick film subjects are in flux 
somewhere around a dark island. What is reviled is a vision strafed with blind spots and 
occlusions. Outside the island there is only a dark optics with no point of reference, where the 
lost subject becomes the only objective landmark.

JOSEPH RODRIGUES MARSH
simulacra — simulacra is a series of procedurally generated animations which aestheticise the 
body through fleshy materials and intestinal textures. By exploring the human connection 
with the soft and somatic, simulacra embraces the grotesque, where once rigid non-
human forms grow bulbous and deflate in seamless and satisfyingly endless loops. Custom 
software was developed to playfully and procedurally animate geometric forms, where noise 
algorithms drive the movement of each vertex, creating intimate fleshy lifeforms which exist in 
an environment free from real-world restriction.

KAYBID
Kaybid, Silent steps of some wild instinct in the city... — Kaybid is an urban art “movement” that 
brings together painting, collage, GIF, animation, videoart, augmented reality. Kaybid consists 
of small scale walking animal figures that are spread across the urban landscape.

LAINE BUTLER
190328 — Constructed from analogue video signals being destroyed and converted into a 
digital signal where various uncommon digital compositing treatments are applied.
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LUCAS MADEIRA
Automatic Landscape No. 32 — Attempting to create an every changing landscape with 
sunrise and sunset using p5.js. Each iteration is a unique generation of the code, like nature 
itself.

LUKE SEWARD
Roll a Hose v2.0 — Composed of motion and material, I interact directly with experimental 
assemblages that teeter between performance and video art. Armed with a collage 
sensibility, I use subtle repetitive gestures as a means of communicating ideas about 
perpetual struggle and the Sisyphean concept of repetition. Roll a Hose v2.0 implements 
aerial perspective as a tool to both flatten and expand potential space, utilizing the ground 
as a flexible substrate. This process permits a practice of piling, stacking, concealing, and 
revealing.

MARIT MEI-TSAN STAFSTROM
The Danger Moments — In a lush forest, a woman takes analogue photographs of a waterfall; 
in a dark and glittering cavern, a witch devours butterflies. Hypnotic found footage of the 
lifecycles of luna and silkworm moths link these enigmatic vignettes.

MARY ADDISON HACKETT
The Grand Wash — “The Grand Wash” is a time-lapse meditation on the mundane chore of 
laundry. The title is taken from a Victorian era poem noting that Monday was considered 
the “virtuous” day on which to do laundry. Filmed at different times on various days over the 
course of a month, the video is part of a larger chronicle about adapting to rural life in the 
Mojave Desert.

PETER WHITTENBERGER
All Possible Futures — A journey through time focusing on the possible impact of forgotten 
nuclear waste storage on three fictitious societies, existing many millennia in the future.

RANA SIEGEL
States of Matter — Within the boundary of a frame, ice cubes melt and time is set in motion. 
A ribbon reacts and emerges from it’s architecture. A fleeting composition, recomposed and 
reconstituted, capturing fleeting moments of it’s own evolution.

RICHARD HALEY
Attempt To Levitate The Tea I Will Probably Spill In The Near Future For Approximately 11-13 
Seconds — 3D animation.
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RYAN LAUDERDALE
Lacanian Mirror Stage — Lacanian Mirror Stage is a meditation on what I call “atmospheric 
retail.” It is the theater of image and suggestion intended to conjure aspirational desire in the 
minds of consumers. Displaced from its late 20th century environ and emptied of a product, 
these theatrics are reduced to a nostalgic shimmer revealing the specular image of an 
unfulfilled future.

SARAH KLEIN
Misty Quartet — A quartet in the celestial sky brings emotion to the watchful eye. Created 
entirely from silk screen prints this cameraless animation can be viewed all at once or by 
selectively focusing on just one segment at a time.

SNOW YUNXUE FU
Karst — The work is a single channel video from Karst, a multi-level virtual reality visual and 
sound experience/artwork that creates liminal spaces in between the representational and 
the theatrical, the limited and the multi-dimensional, and the abstract and the real for people 
to visit and experience. It pushes the boundaries of landscape art by putting natural ecologies 
and human environmental interventions in dialogue through immersive VR. It also attempts to 
embody the concept of Plato’s cave in the medium of a virtually constructed realm, providing 
a contemplative environment for the visitor to wonder; walking and teleporting within the 
control of the wireframed virtual hands that are given to them.

THE SUPER SYSTEM
No Time For Love, Only Trouble — No Time For Love, Only Trouble pays homage to a 
Singaporean band named, I Am David Sparkle.

TOBY KAUFMANN-BUHLER
2 fragments of motion — In this work, I used Super-8 film to capture brief quotations of text 
from published works written by members of my family. I then re-captured the film close-up 
using video, turning the film/text itself into a composite “found” object. By treating the film 
and text as visual artifacts, this work offers new ways of thinking about film as a “window” into 
the past (and text within it), expanding my approach to video as I work with the film’s frame-
by-frame materiality.

YAEL AZOULAY
Sick — Sick is a restating of Caravaggio’s Young Sick Bacchus. The fruit on the table are slowly 
decaying, reaching their peak at minute 3:00, then slowly regaining freshness.

YUMA YANAGISAWA
Demographics of Israel: Data Sculpture — This piece visualizes the demographics of Israel 
based on four religious groups (Jewish, Muslim, Christian and Druze) over the past seven 
decades.
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